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Opportunity 
 

“Opportunity is missed by most people  
because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.” 

Thomas Edison, as quoted in ‘An Enemy Called Average’ by John L Mason 
 

Thomas Edison, a 19th/20th century American businessman, is credited with 

the invention of the phonograph, the motion picture camera and early 

versions of the light bulb. One of his most famous quotations is: 
 

Genuis is one percent inspiration and ninety nine percent perspiration 
 

For me, this is theological as well as practical, and is encapsulated in 

John Mason’s quote attributed to Edison in the words above. I love his 

image of “dressed in overalls and looks like work”. As with all metaphors, 

it helps me understand the meaning better. Opportunity might be there 

to be pursued, but because it requires work, and may appear to be more 

ordinary or mundane than we had hoped, we may miss it altogether. 

 I’ve shared this personal story with you before, but, in this context, 

it bears repeating. My mother and I argued a fair bit when I was a teenager, 

and a lot of that was based around the issue of interpreting the 

opportunities God gives us. “Open your Bible and pick a random verse,” 

my mother would say, “and there’s your guidance from God.” “But we can’t 

expect God to do it all for us,” I would respond. “God gave us brains, and 

the ability to interpret. That means he expects us to work at it. Sometimes 

that’s hard. But we should never expect it to be easy …” And the argument 

would rage this way and that, with no real common ground being found. 

 Yet Edison’s metaphor remains. We may miss the opportunity God 

gives by expecting his guidance to be simple, straightforward or easy to 

get hold of. But why would God equip us with the ability to interpret if it 

wasn’t to be used? Get your overalls on and work at it, God says. I’ll give 

you the inspiration. But theology, faith, Christian interpretation needs your 

“ninety nine percent perspiration” too.  

God gives us life, and God gives us the ability to understand life. God 

is saying to us: I believe in you. Put the work in, and you might even find 

you have one of Thomas Edison’s light-bulb moments.  
 

A prayer for today 

Lord, you give me opportunities. Thank you for believing that I can recognise them. 

Help me with the work I now have to do so I can truly follow your Way. Amen.  
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